From enhanced customer experiences to lower costs, the Nuance Mix platform delivers thanks to:

**COMPLETE**
One platform with:
- Create end-to-end conversational AI applications, from initial concept to deployment and optimization.
- Nuance Mix supports the whole software development lifecycle and goes beyond developers and speech scientists. It allows the whole team including business stakeholders, testers, and Q&A to work within the same tool and accelerate time to market.

**POWERFUL**
Best-in-class development platform.
- Harness the power of enterprise-grade speech recognition, speech synthesis, and NLU for enhanced customer engagement based on over two decades of experience.
- Design the applications you really need by empowering nontechnical users to become part of the process.
- Build conversational AI apps for every channel, with the same tooling used by our Professional Services team to craft enterprise-grade engagement solutions.
- Create and optimize advanced conversational experiences with groundbreaking speech recognition, speech synthesis, and NLU engines.
- Work with market-leading technologies built on decades of experience—on a platform with full lifecycle support.

**COMPREHENSIVE**
One platform for the whole lifecycle.
- Enterprise quality
- Deploy how you want, where you want
- Build once and deploy for any channel—IVR, web, social and more
- Easily integrate with other systems or third-party platforms
- Supports multivendor strategies
- Best-in-class conversational AI technologies
- Deploy better apps faster, with automated testing and QA
- Ensure compliance, with audit trails and documentation
- Get insight for optimization with comprehensive reporting

**DO IT YOURSELF, BUT NOT ALONE.**
With our unique partnership model, Nuance Mix lets you create on your own, or you can ask us for help. Either way, we've got you covered. With full support across the development lifecycle, everyone is a team member and can participate in the development process.

**COLLABORATIVE**
Do it yourself, but not alone.
- Decide exactly how you want to build
- Get full visibility into design, deployment, and usage
- Enterprise quality
- Deploy how you want, where you want
- Build once and deploy for any channel—IVR, web, social and more
- Easily integrate with other systems or third-party platforms
- Supports multivendor strategies
- Best-in-class conversational AI technologies
- Deploy better apps faster, with automated testing and QA
- Ensure compliance, with audit trails and documentation
- Get insight for optimization with comprehensive reporting

**COMPLETE**
One platform with many benefits.
- Nuance Mix could be just what you need: a platform for tooling and APIs that support your entire application lifecycle—all built on decades of conversational enterprise quality across all your projects.

**Do conversational AI your way with Nuance Mix.**
Want to create your own enterprise-grade conversational AI applications?

With Nuance Mix, you can:
- Create endpoints and conversational AI applications.
- Develop with the same tooling used by our Professional Services team.
- Test and optimize your applications.
- Integrate with third-party platforms.
- Ensure compliance with peace of mind.

Nuance Mix empowers you to:
- Create enterprise-grade apps, with best-in-class conversational AI.
- Build, test, and deploy your applications.
- Integrate seamlessly with other application development tools.
- Ensure compliance with peace of mind.

To learn more about Nuance Mix and how it can help you build enterprise-grade conversational AI solutions, visit nuancemix.com.

**Success storytellers**
- Do you have a success story to share? Share it with us and get featured in our Nuance Mix Success Stories Collection.

**Business stakeholders**
- Nuance Mix empowers business stakeholders to create better experiences for their customers.

**Voice and chatbot designers**
- Nuance Mix helps voice and chatbot designers create better experiences for their customers.

**Keep it conversational**
- Nuance Mix helps you keep it conversational.

**Developers**
- Nuance Mix helps developers create better experiences for their customers.

**QA engineers and testers**
- Nuance Mix helps QA engineers and testers create better experiences for their customers.

**Complete control**
- You can control every aspect of your application.
- Nuance Mix provides complete control over your application.

**Total flexibility**
- Data is always available.
- Nuance Mix provides total flexibility.

**Enterprise quality**
- Nuance Mix provides enterprise quality.

**Become part of our growing community.**
- Do you want to be part of the growing community of Nuance Mix users? Join our community today.
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